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1.

Whakatauki
Mā te whakātu, ka mohio, mā te mohio ka marama, mā te marama ka
matau, mā te matau ka ora.
With discussion comes knowledge, with knowledge comes light and
understanding, with light and understanding comes wisdom, with wisdom
comes wellness.

2.

Foreward

The Drury structure plan area (which includes the proposed three East Drury developments)
are set to undergo significant changes within the next 30 years. The existing rural landscape
will become a major urban area of Auckland. This has significant potential cultural impact
upon our taonga and heritage resources.
Ngati Te Ata Waiohua were commissioned to undertake a Cultural Values Assessment
(CVA) in 2019 for the proposed Drury East Plan Changes by the ‘Developer Group’ of which
Fulton Hogan was part of.
That CVA report underpins and needs to be read in conjunction to this Cultural Impact
Report (CIA) now that a significant amount of project information is available including report
documentation, numerous site visits and iwi workshop hui. We can now assess what the
actual potential cultural impact may be.
A CIA is a report documenting the potential impacts of a proposed activity on Maori values,
interests and associations with an area or a resource. CIAs are a tool to facilitate meaningful
agnd effective participation of Maori in impact assessment. A CIA should be regarded as
technical advice, much like any other technical report such as ecological or hydrological
assessments.
An assessment of impacts on cultural values and interests can assist both applicants and
the council to meet statutory obligations in a number of ways, including:
•

preparation of an Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) in accordance with
s88(2)(b) and Schedule 4 of the Resource Management Act 1991 ('the RMA')

•

requests for further information under s92 of the RMA in order to assess the
application

•

providing information to assist the council in determining notification status under
ss95 to 95F of the RMA

•

providing information to enable appropriate consideration of the relevant Part 2
matters when making a decision on an application for resource consent under s104
of the RMA
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•

consideration of appropriate conditions of resource consent under s108 of the RMA.

•

CIAs may also be relevant to proposals of national significance that are lodged with
the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA). Major infrastructure or public works
projects of national significance are highly likely to require assessments of cultural
effects

The ultimate goal for Ngati Te Ata is the protection, preservation and appropriate
management of natural and cultural resources in a manner that recognises and provides for
our interests and values, and enables positive environmental, social and economic
outcomes.
Ngati Te Aa supports engagement and involvement that respects and provides for our
cultural and traditional relationship to these areas, its unique cultural identity, and input into
shaping the physical, cultural, social and economic regeneration of precinct areas such as
the proposed Drury East precinct.

3.

Introduction to Ngati Te Ata

Ngati Te Ata are one of the manawhenua iwi in Drury.
We acknowledge other iwi also have customary interests across Drury and Opaheke. It is
important to recognise that Ngati Te Ata exercise their mana independently and each have
their own tikanga unique to them (while there are some commonalities). It is important to
respect the independent mana of each and it cannot be assumed that the tikanga of one on
a particular matter will be the same as others.
Each one of us have our own traditions establishing their cultural and spiritual association to
the Tamaki isthmus, the spiritual maunga and the surrounding lands and harbours. These
accounts are supported by whakapapa, ahi ka roa and iwi /hapu traditions.

Who Are We: Ko Wai Matou?
‘We are Ngāti Te Ata’.
Ngati Te Ata are one of the mana whenua iwi in the Drury, Opaheke, Papakura and Takanini
area. Within the wider landscape of Tamaki Makaurau (Auckland) lay the settlements of the
Te Waiohua people (the original inhabitants). Members of the Tainui waka settled around the
isthmus and began to intermarry with the ancestors of Te Waiohua. It was this intermarriage
and the development of other bonds between the people that settlement established.
Ngati Te Ata descend from both groups. As the descendants (current generation) we are
kaitiaki and we have inherent responsibilities to ensure that we can protect and preserve our
taonga for future generations.
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Whakapapa/Genealogy
Te Huakaiwaka

=

Rauwhakiwhaki

(Origin of Te Waiohua)
|
Huatau
|
Te Ata i Rehia

=

(Origin of Ngati Te Ata)

Tapaue
(Waikato Tainui)

Our Ancestor Te Ata-i-Rehia
‘Ka whiti te ra ki tua o rehua ka ara a Kaiwhare i te rua’
‘As long as the sun shines over the west coast Ngati te Ata will rise from the depths of the
Manukau’
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4.

The Proposal

Project Name: Drury East Precinct: Drury East Stage 1(as stated):
The Drury East Stage 1 project involves the development of 32.33 hectares1 of Future
Urban Zone land into a transit-oriented development within close proximity to a fully funded
new Drury Central train station to be constructed at Drury Centre by 2025. The project
includes the development of up to 248 dwellings and 28 residential superlots (with a
projected yield of approximately 345 dwellings) together with supporting roading and
servicing infrastructure. The project has a total projected yield of approximately 593 new
dwellings within walking and cycling distance to a rapid rail corridor and the planned
metropolitan centre. The project will deliver approximately 590 full time jobs (FTE) across the
civil and construction sector, providing a much-needed boost to employment opportunities,
housing stock and development ready land in Auckland.
The project is associated with private Plan Change 49 (“PC49”) submitted by Fulton Hogan
to rezone the land from Future Urban to a mix of residential zones (Terrace Housing and
Apartment Building, Mixed Housing Urban and Mixed Housing Suburban) and Business –
Mixed Use Zone. This will provide the necessary residential catchment within proximity of
the planned transit oriented metropolitan centre and the fully funded Drury Central train
station planned for completion in 2025. Underpinning the development of PC 49 is the DruryOpaheke Structure Plan (“Structure Plan”) which was endorsed by the Council on 6 August
2019 following an extensive public consultation process. The Structure Plan sets out the
pattern of land uses and the supporting infrastructure network for the future urban growth of
Drury-Opāheke. Integral components of this Structure Plan include the development of a
range of housing choices and a compact urban form with increased residential densities
close to centres and public transport services. The project is therefore consistent with the
land use and roading pattern of the Structure Plan and, in effect, the project will give effect to
the overall objectives and aspirations of the Structure Plan developed through an extensive
public consultation process in an accelerated delivery timeframe.
Fulton Hogan propose to lodge an application for a referred project under the Covid-19
Recovery (Fast-track Consenting) Act 2020 (the “Act”) to utilise the fast-track consenting
process via an expert consenting panel.
This CIA provides an overview of the following and assesses it against the Fulton Hogan
Holdings No.2 Limited Fast Track Referral Application (Drury Centre).
•

Statutory

•

Drury East Precinct: Cultural Site Description

•

Ngati Te Ata Work to Date

•

Elements of the Environment

•

Cultural Design Inputs

•

Conclusion
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Drury East Precinct

Site address / location: 86 and 94 Fitzgerald Road, 251 and 383 Waihoehoe Road,
65, 76 and 108 Fielding Road, Drury as outlined in red of the figure below.
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5.

Statutory

Principles of Te Tiriti or Waitangi (Treaty of Waitangi)
Te Tiriti o Waitangi Article II acknowledges mana whenua rangatiratanga and selfdetermination. Ngati Te Ata will determine how our resources and taonga are to be managed
in accordance with our tikanga.
The 1991 Resource Management Act section 8 states that the principles of the Treaty of
Waitangi shall be taken into account. Since the mid-1980s a set of principles have emerged
from the findings of the Waitangi Tribunal, legal judgements and Crown reports, decisions
and policies. These have emphasised tribal rangatiratanga, the active protection of Māori
people in the use of their lands, waters and other taonga, and the duty to consult with Māori.
Although there is no common agreement on what the status of the principles should be,
there is some agreement on core principles and acknowledgement that principles will later
evolve.
If Fulton Hogan are to engage with the meaning of Te Tiriti o Waitangi in their work, then
there must clearly be a need for guidelines. For Ngati Te Ata those Te Tiriti o Waitangi
principles include the following:
1. Rangatiratanga, the duty to recognise Māori rights of independence, autonomy
and self-determination – this principle enables the empowerment of Māori to
determine and manage matters of significance to them. Rangatiratanga was
traditionally the personal authority that rangatira had over the assets of an iwi or
tribe; hapū or sub tribe. Rangatiratanga is embodied within the concept of mana
whenua and defines the ability to exercise and manage the relationship between
tangata whenua, their culture, traditions and environment. Rangatiratanga
incorporates the right to make, alter and/or enforce decisions pertaining to how
the whenua is used and managed in accordance with the tikanga and kawa of the
relevant iwi/hapū.
2. Shared decision-making, a balance of the kāwanatanga role in Article 1 and the
protection of rangatiratanga in Article 2.
3. Partnership, the duty to interact in good faith and in the nature of a partnership.
There is a sense of shared enterprise and mutual benefit where each partner
must take account of the needs and interests of the other.
4. Active protection, the duty to proactively protect the rights and interests of Māori,
including the need to proactively build the capacity and capability of Māori.
5. Ōritetanga to recognise that benefits should accrue to both Māori and non-Māori,
that both would each participate in the prosperity of Aotearoa giving rise to
mutual obligation and benefits.
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6. The Right of Development, the Treaty right is not confined to customary uses or
the state of knowledge as at 1840 but includes an active duty to assist Māori in
the development of their properties and taonga.
7. Redress, the obligation to remedy past breaches of the Treaty. Redress is
necessary to restore the honour and integrity of the Treaty partner, and the mana
and status of Māori, as part of the reconciliation process. The provision of redress
must also take account of its practical impact and the need to avoid the creation
of fresh injustice. Noted, while the obligation of redress sits with the Crown,
Auckland Council (through Council) has a role in the implementation of redress at
the regional and local level. Fulton Hogan too have a role in a more collaborative
approach with iwi in a mutually beneficial negotiated way.
This cultural impact assessment does not prejudice any outstanding Ngati Te Ata Treaty of
Waitangi claims relating to the Drury East precinct area.
Regarding this statement (Fulton Hogan application):
Treaty Settlements
The project will not occur on land returned under Treaty Settlement. The land is however
located in a Treaty Settlement Statutory Acknowledgement area and the settlement party for
this is Ngati Tamaoho. This statutory acknowledgement is in relation to ‘Hingaia Stream and
its tributaries’ – plan reference OTS-129-06.
Ngati Te Ata are yet to settle their Treaty Claim with the Crown (currently going through the
process) but when settled will include the Otūwairoa Stream and its tributaries (which
includes Waipokapū Stream, Mangapū Stream, Waihoehoe Stream) and the Hingaia Stream
and its tributaries of which Ngati Te Ata will be a settlement party for these statutory
acknowledgements. Our expectation is that Fulton Hogan, should their application for a
referred project be accepted, further engagement with Ngati Te Ata regarding the project will
be undertaken to ensure that potential adverse effects on cultural values are avoided.

Resource Management Act 1991
The purpose of the Resource Management Act 1991 (the Act) is to promote the sustainable
management of natural and physical resources in New Zealand. Part 2 of the Act states:
(2) In this Act, sustainable management means managing the use, development,
and protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which
enables people and communities to provide for their social, economic, and
cultural well-being and for their health and safety while—
(a) sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to
meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations; and
(b) safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems; and
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(c) avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the
environment.
Part 2 of the Act includes ‘Matters of national importance’ (Section 6) and ‘Other matters’
(section7). These sections require that ‘In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons
exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and
protection of natural and physical resource:
• ‘…shall recognise and provide for…’ matters of national significance. These include:
(e) the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water,
sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga:
(f) the protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development:
(g) the protection of protected customary rights:
•

‘…shall have particular regard to…’ other matters. These include:
(a) kaitiakitanga:
(f) maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment:

Section 8 of the Act also requires that ‘In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons
exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and
protection of natural and physical resources, shall take into account the principles of the
Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi).’
When taking into account the principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi, contemporary practical
expressions of Rangatiratanga may include active involvement in resource management
decision making, and in giving involvement and invested effect through Iwi Tribal Policy
Statements, Cultural Values and Impact Assessments and the Auckland Council Operative
Plans, moving forward. Various other sections of the Act provide some requirement for
authorities, resource consent applicants and decision makers in relation to Māori and Māori
values. For example, resource consent applications require an assessment of the effects of
the activity on the environment. Notably, the assessment of effects must address amongst
other matters:
(d) any effect on natural and physical resources having aesthetic, recreational, scientific,
historical, spiritual, or cultural value, or other special value, for present or future
generations:1 [emphasis added].

Section 32 of the Act also requires any evaluation of a plan change to the Auckland Unitary
Plan (i.e. to give effect to the structure plan), to summarise:

1

Resource Management Act 1991, Schedule 4(7)(1)(d)
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•

all advice received from iwi authorities on the proposal

•

how the proposal responds to that advice, including reference to any proposed
provisions that are intended to give effect to the advice.2

From a Ngati Te Ata perspective an on-going relationship with Auckland Council (formed as
a partnership between council and the crown) also upholds the principles of Te Tiriti o
Waitangi with regard to the relationship, and in carrying out activities on future development
sites. This in our opinion must also be incumbent on Fulton Hogan too whom intend to
develop the proposed Drury Centre.

Auckland Unitary Plan (Operative in part)
The Auckland Unitary Plan (Operative in part) is the first combined resource management
plan for Auckland and replaces the former Regional Policy Statement and 13 district and
regional plans, including the Auckland Council District Plan - Operative Franklin Section
2000 and the Auckland Council District Plan - Operative Papakura Section 1999. Chapter A
of the unitary plan sets out the plans three key roles as:
•

it describes how the people and communities of the Auckland region will manage
Auckland’s natural and physical resources while enabling growth and development
and protecting the things people and communities’ value;

•

it provides the regulatory framework to help make Auckland a quality place to live,
attractive to people and businesses and a place where environmental standards are
respected and upheld; and

•

it is a principal statutory planning document for Auckland. Other relevant planning
documents include the Auckland Plan, the Auckland Long-Term Plan and the
Auckland Regional Land Transport Plan.3

The regional policy statement contained within Chapter B of the unitary plan sets out an
overview of the resource management issues facing Auckland, and the objectives, policies
and methods to achieve integrated management of Auckland’s natural and physical
resources. The district and regional plan provisions within the unitary plan cascade down
from the regional policy statement.
While the regional policy statement must be read as a whole, there are particular key
aspects we want to highlight.
Issues of significance to Māori and iwi authorities are recognised and set out in Chapter B6.1
of the regional policy statement. These include:
2

Resource Legislation Amendments 2017 Fact Sheet 3, Ministry for the Environment.
Auckland Unitary Plan (Operative in part), Chapter A1.1 Purposes of the Auckland Unitary Plan.
Accessed 10 July 2018.

3
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(1) recognising the Treaty of Waitangi/Te Tiriti o Waitangi and enabling the outcomes
that Treaty settlement redress is intended to achieve;
(2) protecting Ngati Te Ata culture, landscapes and historic heritage;
(3) enabling Ngati Te Ata economic, social and cultural development on Māori Land and
Treaty Settlement Land;
(4) recognising the interests, values and customary rights of Mana Whenua in the
sustainable management of natural and physical resources, including integration of
mātauranga and tikanga in resource management processes;
(5) increasing opportunities for Ngati Te Ata to play a role in environmental decisionmaking, governance and partnerships; and
(6) enhancing the relationship between Ngati Te Ata and Auckland’s natural
environment, including customary uses.

These issues are supported by objectives and policies which are found in the following
chapters:
•

B6.2. Recognition of Treaty of Waitangi/Te Tiriti o Waitangi partnerships and
participation

•

B6.3. Recognising Mana Whenua values

•

B6.4. Māori economic, social and cultural development

•

B6.5. Protection of Mana Whenua cultural heritage

In addition to Chapter B6 of the regional policy statement, other chapters also contain
objectives and policies that relate to mana whenua. For example, the issues relating to
urban growth and form in Chapter B2 states that growth needs to be provided for in a way
that, amongst of matters, also ‘…enables Mana Whenua to participate and their culture and
values to be recognised and provided for.’4
Structure planning is also provided for in Chapter B2, as a method to enable rezoning of
future urban zoned land for urbanisation, in accordance with the structure plan guidelines in
Appendix 1 of the Auckland Unitary Plan (OP).5 Appendix 1 states that when structure plans
are prepared iwi planning documents and Treaty settlement legislation should be
considered. This includes cultural impact assessments such as this one.
This cultural impact assessment does not specifically identify all the relevant provisions in
the unitary plan. However, as the different elements of the environment are discussed in
section 8.2 of this report the key sections of the regional policy statement are identified.

4
5

B2.1 Issues (8). Accessed 20 July 2018
B2.2.2 Policies (3). Accessed 20 July 2018.
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Auckland Plan 2050
The Auckland Plan 20506 sets Auckland’s long-term strategy; outlining the major challenges
facing Auckland and setting the direction for tackling these. It includes the Development
Strategy and six outcomes. The six outcomes are:
1. Belonging and participation
All Aucklanders will be part of and contribute to society, access opportunities, and have the
chance to develop to their full potential.
2. Māori identity and wellbeing
A thriving Māori identity is Auckland's point of difference in the world – it advances prosperity
for Māori and benefits all Aucklanders.
3. Homes and places
Aucklanders live in secure, healthy, and affordable homes, and have access to a range of
inclusive public places.
4. Transport and access
Aucklanders will be able to get where they want to go more easily, safely and sustainably.
5. Environment and cultural heritage
Aucklanders preserve, protect and care for the natural environment as our shared cultural
heritage, for its intrinsic value and for the benefit of present and future generations.
6. Opportunity and prosperity
Auckland is prosperous with many opportunities and delivers a better standard of living for
everyone.

Under the Māori identity and wellbeing outcome are the following directions and focus areas.
Direction

Focus Area

Direction1: Advance Māori wellbeing

Focus Area 1: Meet the needs and support
the aspirations of tamariki and their whānau

Direction 2: Promote Māori success,
innovation and enterprise

Focus Area 2: Invest in marae to be
self‐sustaining and prosperous

Direction 3: Recognise and provide for te

Focus Area 3: Strengthen rangatahi
leadership, education and employment

6

The Auckland Plan 2050. https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-reportsbylaws/our-plans-strategies/auckland-plan/Pages/default.aspx Accessed 30 July 2018.
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Tiriti o Waitangi outcomes

outcomes

Direction 4: Showcase Auckland’s Māori
identity and vibrant Māori culture

Focus Area 4: Grow Māori inter‐generational
wealth
Focus Area 5: Advance mana whenua
rangatiratanga in leadership and
decision‐making and provide for customary
rights
Focus Area 6: Celebrate Māori culture and
support te reo Māori to flourish
Focus Area 7: Reflect mana whenua
mātauranga and Māori design principles
throughout Auckland
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6.

Drury East Precinct: Cultural Site Description

Does the proposed Drury East precinct site have significant cultural value and will there be
significant impact as a result of developing it?
Yes of course it does and will. There is always an impact when development occurs. The
proposal will result in a significant change to the landscape and visual character of the site.
The issue for us now is how does Ngati Te Ata and Fulton Hogan make a valued
contribution back to the whole area and uplift and enhance its cultural integrity? How do we
secure real cultural, environmental and economic gains moving forward?
Our cultural landscapes of the Drury and Opaheke areas have been irreversibly damaged by
intensive development, urban pollutants and long-term quarrying. The extent of this damage
is such that the best way to acknowledge and recognise our cultural landscapes is through
new design possibilities that clearly exemplify our cultural associations.
After assessing the documentation, we conclude that the rezoning of the site (via a plan
change or through fast-track referral) to enable future development of the site is an
acceptable activity from a cultural perspective.
•

The future development potential of the site provides many opportunities to improve
and enhance the area, and therefore a healthier cultural landscape.

•

The site and adjacent areas are part of a wider cultural landscape and the cultural
values associated with the site are to be protected through appropriate conditions of
consent and other mechanisms.

Primarily this is because of:
•

•

Fulton Hogan’s long terms commitment to sustainability and environmental goals, the
company propose to apply these same overarching sustainable development
philosophies to the project (Drury East precinct) to:
-

Have a sustainable supply chain

-

Reduce the production of greenhouse emissions

-

Reuse, recycle, create and circulate.

This infrastructure provision has been planned in an integrated manner to coordinate
with the proposed land uses in this project and those of Drury East developers such
the projects will be adequately and appropriately serviced with infrastructure with no
reliance on the Council to deliver that infrastructure. All the necessary transport and
civil infrastructure to service this project (and others pursued by other Drury East
developers) are either already in place or near completion to sufficiently service the
project, or will be fully funded and delivered by Fulton Hogan or on a joint basis with
Drury East developers at no cost to the Council
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A firm commitment to iwi regarding cultural influenced design landscape elements and
opportunities as by Fulton Hogan. This is a way to acknowledge and enhance the cultural
integrity and values of the site and restore mana to the iwi and mauri of the waterways.
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As Background:
Hitori: Brief History – the Cultural Narrative

It sits within a wider cultural landscape as part of a networked Pa settlement that was once a
part of a thriving community – pre-European.
The area around Drury is permeated by numerous streams and water courses discharging to
the Pahurehure inlet and creating areas of swamp and floodplains particularly in the
Opaheke area of the FUZ. The topography of the Drury SPA (in this instance Drury East)
creates a particular environment that would have been attractive for Maori settlement – high
ground with commanding views across fertile plans suitable for cultivation and with sources
of timber for construction, criss-crossed with numerous waterways providing access to
riparian resources and paths to the coastal edge, where marine resources could be readily
exploited.
At the time of the arrival of the first Europeans in the area, the tribal groups in occupation
traced their ancestry back to the Tainui waka, and were all part of the tribal confederation
known as Te Waiohua; including, in particular, Ngati Te Ata, Te Akitai, Ngai Tai, Ngati
Tamaoho and Ngati Pou. The catchment’s resources were guarded by two pa, one at the
headwaters of the Waihoihoi near the mouth of Slippery Creek
The underlying geology and topography of a place is a significant influence on how
that place is experienced and human interaction with it, including settlement patterns,
control of natural resources, location of industry, and development of transport and
communication routes.
(this exemplifies the cultural narrative)
The waterways and other awa were important water corridors for trade, travel, and
communication.
-

Otuwairoa Hirere (stream)

-

Hingaia Hirere

-

Waihoehoe (Waihoihoi) Hirere

-

Ngakaroa Hirere

-

Pahekeheke Hirere

-

Te Maketu Hirere

These continue to flow today scattered throughout the Structure Plan Areas.
The areas in and around Drury and Opaheke have always been regarded by us as having a
strategic position to Tāmaki Makaurau. Numerous iwi and hapū were mobile throughout the
area, whether visiting, passing through or conquering. As a result, a number of complex
inter-tribal relationships developed around the harbour shoreline.
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Ngāti Te Ata, Ngāti Tamaoho, Te Ākitai Waiohua were all living as neighbours and are
related to each other. However, there was rivalry between the iwi over ownership of land and
Ngati Te Ata had built defenses in anticipation of conflict in close vicinity to Tamaoho.
Members of the Tainui waka settled around the isthmus and began to intermarry with the
ancestors of Te Waiohua. It was this intermarriage and the development of other bonds
between the people that settlement established. Maori had their food production organised
into gardening and fishing circuits themselves dictated by soils, fish stocks and the Maori
calendar (maramataka). There were many fishing stations (waahi nohoanga) supported by
gardens around the headlands of the Manukau harbour. These satellite-fishing stations
supported the main Pa.
Hunua - food pataka kai source in the realm of Tane Mahuta and food pataka kai in the
realm of Tangaroa - Te Manuka o Hoturoa (Manukau Harbour). The sources that sustained
our tuopna. The interconnecting waterways) the life blood and wai mauri
In pre-European times the landscape would have been more varied with swamps and bush.
It was a well-travelled route and considered a ‘gateway’ into areas of settlement, resource
use and occupation. Wāhi nohoanga are still known among iwi today on the many headlands
and promontories around Te Mānukanuka o Hoturoa. Numerous creeks originating from
deep swamps dissected Manukau making travel difficult and reducing the amount of firm and
habitable land. However, the drainage and settlement of these places, the swamps and
wetlands has caused immeasurable damage to the mauri (life force) of waterways, and the
cultural offence due to practices such as sewage and farm effluent discharge, sediment
intrusion from poor farming practices, and industrialised impacts.
Although large parts of the Tamaki Isthmus were cleared of bush, significant areas remained
within our respective Ngati Te Ata rohe, particularly in Te Hunua – the forested Hunua range
to the east – but also around Te Mānukanuka o Hoturoa and its lush wetlands.
From vantage points, it was possible to observe waka movements and receive early warning
of the approach of friend or foe. Signals could be sent between pā to warn of approaching
hostilities.
European settlement and drainage of these places, especially the swamps and wetlands,
has caused immeasurable damage to the mauri of waterways. And practises such as
sewage and farm effluent discharge, sediment intrusion from poor farming practices, and
industrialised impacts are a cultural offence to us.
In the past our key economic drivers were the trade of kai like root crops; supplemented by
seafood, fish and birds; and land and other resources. The main modes of transport for trade
were waka and by foot. The economic objectives in those days are the same objectives
sought today albeit in a slightly different context – to provide for the movement of people,
goods and services, the connectivity between iwi whanaunga, and to promote and engage in
sustainable economic trade for the social wellbeing of the people. This is no different today
in a modern context. The strategic goals of the proposed Drury East development should be
to support and create employment for residents, strengthen the local economy and unlock its
potential, creating safe and connected neighbourhoods, and optimising the use of land and
existing housing stock.
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Historically however, such intensive projects alienated us from the Drury and Opaheke
areas, divorced from the heart of our cultural nexus. In the twentieth century, a large influx of
Māori moved to urban Auckland, including many of our people. Compelled by central and
local government policies and financial inducements, our people moved from their wā kāinga
and fragmented uneconomic agricultural holdings into industrialised urban centres. This was
the experience for many of our people who moved into urban Auckland. Generations of our
people continue to reside in and contribute to the development and profile of Auckland city.
That is why it is imperative for us that we have an active and invested role in planning for the
future development of the Drury East area. In the past our traditional relationship to our wāhi
taonga has suffered as a result of major development, infrastructure and intensive
settlement. We have been systematically deprived of the economic gains that have come for
so many others but not iwi, the people of the land. That is why it is so critical that the ‘four
well beings’ – cultural, environmental, social and economic well-being, are provided for our
people.
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Cultural landscape map
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Archaeology
From an archaeological perspective, pre-European Maori settlement patterns in Papakura
district suggest the area was intensively settled by Maori. As with elsewhere in the Auckland
region, Maori settlement was generally focused along the coast and navigable waterways,
on the good agricultural soils and major land route-ways. Within the Papakura district the
main concentration of settlement was along the shores of the Manukau Harbour and on the
higher ground on the western slopes of the Drury - Papakura Hills to the east and south.
Archaeological survey of the Manukau Harbour shoreline, creeks and inlets of Papakura
district have consistently identified high numbers of archaeological sites, the majority being
shell middens. It is often the case that the lack of recorded archaeological sites in an area
will lead the developers or planners to the erroneous view that the area has little historical
significance or significance to tangata whenua. This is a false assumption.

Fulton Hogan Response
The Archaeological report (Clough 2019) undertaken for this site concluded:
o

This preliminary assessment has identified existing and potential heritage constraints in
the Plan Change area in the form of one recorded archaeological site and the potential
for additional unrecorded archaeological sites to be present. Although the full effects on
archaeological and historic heritage values are not yet known, as only a small part of the
Plan Change area has been surveyed, it is recommended that future development plans
should take account of the route of R12/1122 (the Drury Tramway/ Mineral Railway)
based on the estimated alignment which has been determined through historical
research and review of old aerial photographs. Additional archaeological survey and
assessment of the archaeological values of the Plan Change area should also be
undertaken prior to the finalisation of development plans so that appropriate avoidance
and mitigation measures can be developed. An authority issued by Heritage NZ would
be required before any modification or destruction of site R12/1122 (as well as any
unrecorded archaeological sites) occurs.

o

Kaitiaki Involvement: Fulton Hogan have confirmed that Kaitiaki are to assist in any
future ecological assessment archaeological assessment or Stormwater Management
Plans.

o

Potential for cultural sites within the Drury Centre area - if any sensitive material is
discovered the accidental discovery rules under the AUP will apply under E12.6.1.
Sensitive material includes in particular any human remains or kōiwi or a Māori cultural
artefact/taonga tūturu. A clear process must be followed if any sensitive materials are
uncovered.

o

Cultural monitoring: Kaitiaki to oversee the relocation of any taonga found in waterways
or on land. This sits outside of the Plan Change process; however, Fulton Hogan are
agreeable to this.
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o

Cultural monitoring of earthworks in case of the potential discovery of kōiwi, Māori
artefacts or archaeological features. If any sensitive material is discovered the accidental
discovery rules under the AUP will apply.

o

Conditions for undertaking earthworks including any cultural monitoring will be
determined at a resource consent stage and in discussion with iwi.

Note, what lies beneath the surface is unknown until it is exposed and revealed regarding
Maori taonga and artefacts.
The following Archaeological protocols are acceptable to Ngati Te Ata
If, at any time during site works, potential koiwi (human remains) or archaeological artefacts
are discovered, then the following discovery protocol shall be followed:
a) All earthworks will cease in the immediate vicinity (at least 10m from the site of the
discovery) while a suitably qualified archaeologist is consulted to establish the type of
remains;
b) If the material is identified by the archaeologist as human, archaeology or artefact,
earthworks must not be resumed in the affected area (as defined by the
archaeologist).
c) The consent holder must immediately advise the relevant iwi groups, the Team
Leader Compliance Monitoring, Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga and Police
(if human remains are found) and arrange a site inspection with these parties;
d) If the discovery contains koiwi, archaeology or artefacts of Maori origin,
representatives from those Iwi groups with mana whenua interest in the area are to
be provided information on the nature and location of the discovery; and
e) The consent holder shall not recommence works until approved by the Team Leader,
Compliance Monitoring Central.
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7.

Ngati Te Ata Work to Date

This is an accurate record of consultation with Ngati Te Ata.
This project for Drury East Stage 1 has an association with PC 49 and Fulton Hogan have
actively engaged and consulted with these iwi authorities since 2017 on a continual and
ongoing basis.
The consultation undertaken to date includes presentation of the masterplan, several huis (a
total of 12 thus far), two hikoi with mana whenua on site and site visits examine the streams
and wetlands on site. Cultural Value Assessments have also been prepared by Ngati Te Ata;
Ngati Tai Ki Tamaki; Te Akitai Waiohua; and Ngati Tamaoho.
Hui with mana whenua in respect of this project were held on 1 March 2021, 15 March 2021
and most recently on 29 March 2021. At the most recent hui on 29 March 2021, positive
discussions were held around design initiatives which give effect to cultural awareness and
aspirations within the site.
A summary of the iwi consultation - see Appendix 1.

Managing effects
As part of the consultation process the following has been reiterated over the many hui we
have had with Fulton Hogan and is also outlined in our CVA report (2019).
In managing the effects of a resource use or activity, regardless of the magnitude,
frequency, or duration of the effect, Ngati Te Ata considers that it is necessary to provide a
net benefit when considering social, economic, environmental, spiritual and cultural impacts
– to strive for environmental enhancement. Therefore, it is necessary to suitably manage any
effects so that effects are avoided, remedied, minimised, mitigated, or balanced. Only Ngati
Te Ata can determine the effects and the degree of those effects on themselves and their
values.
This is essentially a hierarchy where the first way to manage an effect is to avoid the effect,
the second way is to remedy the effect, and so on through to suitably balancing the effect,
what some may call offset mitigation. In managing effects consideration needs to be given
to:
•
•
•
•

Avoid: is there any way to manage the effects to a point where they can be
avoided (i.e. no effect occurs)?
Remedy: can the effect be managed to the point that it is eliminated (e.g.
cleaning discharges to water so that the water discharge is of a suitable quality)?
Minimise: is there a way to minimise the effect so that the effect is no longer of
sufficient frequency or magnitude to cause any concern?
Mitigate: if the effects cannot be adequately avoided, remedied, or minimised, is
there something that can be done to mitigate or offset the effect to create a
benefit not directly linked to the proposed resource use or activity. (e.g. an effect
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•

of discharge to water being offset by additional riparian planting or wetland
restoration).
Balance: when taking all the effects into consideration, and considering the
relative weight of the effects, do the positive effects adequately balance out the
negative effects, and provide environmental enhancement?

The highest target or measure in planning rules and regulations

Specific targets and measures will generally be contained in the methods and rules of any
amendments to the Auckland Unitary Plan (Operative in Part), once adopted.
The ‘highest target or measure’ could be a target or measure applied by Iwi, a community, a
local authority, the resource user or activity owner, or central government. Regardless, Iwi
are generally supportive of the highest target or measure being applied to best achieve the
objectives outlined in Sections 6, 7, and 8 of the Resource Management Act. Iwi encourage
the ongoing use of the best practicable option being applied when considering targets or
measures.
All Districts/Regions within New Zealand must have a ‘Plan’. Within these plans are the
visions, objectives, policies and rules for each Region/District. In the case of Auckland, this
is the Auckland Unitary Plan.
Rules in a plan are a method for achieving the ‘desired’ outcome of the plan i.e., the
objectives and policies. All rules within these plans are a ‘minimum requirement’.
Unfortunately, the bare minimum does not give an adequate outcome for the environment.
Ngati Te Ata believe that the minimum requirement is a starting point, not an aspiration
and promotes that more than the minimum be applied to development and outcomes. The
‘minimum requirement’ is just that, a very bottom line, and in order to enhance and maintain
our current base line of slowly declining air, land and water quality, more than the minimum
needs to be provided for. This has been repeated to Fulton Hogan numerous times.
We believe that current rules in the Auckland Unitary Plan allow for some adverse
environmental impact to land and waterways, but the cumulative effects of this over many
different projects in the same area results in pollution that is not sustainable in a city with an
ever-increasing population. We strongly recommend that any project minimises all adverse
environmental effects to land or waterways now and in the future through prudent project
design. Where possible, the environment must be rehabilitated to negate the impact of
historical damage or any effects the project may have had or yet have on the area.
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8.

Elements of the Environment

Ngati Te Ata support blue/green networks. This is a way of planning, based around
waterways (blue), and planting and parks (green). These are managed together
through a combination of infrastructure, ecological restoration and urban design to
connect people and nature across the city.

Sustainability
Ngati Te Ata Position
Ngati Te Ata are not anti-development.
Just anti poorly planned and unsustainable development that adds no value to the bigger
picture. And development that has no fully funded infrastructure to support it that will become
the problem of the rate and tax payers of Auckland.
Sustainable development for Ngati Te Ata means all new development should mostly, if not
totally, be self-reliant and self-sustainable. Sustainable development is the organising
principle for meeting human development goals while at the same time sustaining the ability
of natural systems to provide the natural resources and ecosystem services upon which the
economy and society depend. The desired result is a state of society where living conditions
and resource use continue to meet human needs without undermining the integrity and
stability of the natural system. This means that sustainable development can meet the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations.
•

Support energy efficiency, transition away from fossil fuels and zero waste
minimisation initiatives.

•

New development should incorporate sustainable options and housing should
achieve at least a 6-star level from New Zealand Green Building Council ‘Homestar’
(or equivalent). This includes but is not limited to green roofs, solar panels and
recycling of water and other resources.

•

New development should have positive impacts on the environment e.g. enhance
water quality, increase biodiversity connections, and remediate contaminated land.

•

Significantly improve stormwater and wastewater management and treatment to
acknowledge our cultural values.

•

Support the use of LID (Low impact design) principles in all new subdivisions and
developments.

We believe the Fulton Hogan has met our requirements for a sustainable development,
however we need to be ensured that the infrastructure funding required to support the Drury
Centre is in place.
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Fulton Hogan Property Position
We acknowledge the following:
•

Fulton Hogan’s long term commitment to sustainability and environmental goals, the
company propose to apply these same overarching sustainable development
philosophies to the project (Drury East precinct) to:
-

Have a sustainable supply chain

-

Reduce the production of greenhouse emissions

-

Reuse, recycle, create and circulate.

•

Fulton Hogan recognize the importance of avoiding unnecessary loss of resources,
and therefore has sustainability and environmental policies in place. Their
environmental policy requires that Fulton Hogan always considers how to reduce,
reuse and recycle and to minimize their environmental footprint through being energy
and resource efficient.

•

Fulton Hogan are committed to responding to climate change. Fulton Hogan’s
sustainability policy requires the reduction of emissions and promoting the use of
products and services that use sustainable materials and reduce their carbon
footprint. Fulton Hogan also applies innovative, life-cycling thinking and effective
planning to drive sustainable performance.

Urban
Ngati Te Ata Position
Urban development
•

Future planning and development of the areas should have a clear vision that
recognises the diversity and uniqueness of the areas. This includes the role the
areas have played as the ‘food bowl of the south’.

•

Existing and future residents of Pukekohe, Paerata, Drury and Opaheke and
subsequent beneficiaries of the development of these areas gain a greater
understanding of our history, connection to these places and our values.

•

Gateways to new town centres should appropriately reflect the character of the
areas.

•

New development should use land efficiently, especially since urban expansion has
reduced the extent of rural production land. Ngati Te Ata support a strategy for
Transit Oriented Development, and in Drury consider that Drury East and Drury West
should each be supported by a town centre, to ensure each community is supported
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for their retail, commercial, services and employment needs, and the investment in
public transport maximises employment and residential density.
•

Ngati Te Ata have already contributed to previous planning documents and outcomes
for the wider southern area. This work should be utilised and includes:
-

A focus on urban design associated with inter-connected and walkable urban
blocks, slow speed streets and pedestrian and cycle safety.

-

Park edge roads adjoining the coast and streams, with reserve networks to be
vested.

-

Planting of the riparian margins of streams and the coast

-

Implementation of treatment train approaches to stormwater management

•

Future planning and development should be cohesive and integrated with existing
urban areas.

•

New development should have positive environmental and cultural outcomes, and
contribute through the use of centres to the creation of distinct and identifiable
neighbourhoods.

•

Future planning should determine where and what are ‘no-go areas’; then within
those areas determine areas worthy of protection and saving and the corresponding
management approach.

•

When making decisions on future development projects, cumulative effects must be
considered.

•

Require resource consent conditions to be imposed that allow Iwi access to culturally
and/or spiritually significant sites and sites of customary activities through the
imposition of caveats on titles or providing for the registration of right-of-way
servitudes.

•

Ensure in all development proposals that access is retained and improved to water
bodies and cultural and/ or spiritual sites.

•

Management plans will be required as conditions of resource consent to ensure that
critical environmental and cultural considerations are taken into account and that ongoing monitoring and review occurs.

Hogan Fulton Position
Contributing to well-functioning urban environments:
The proposal is consistent with the objectives and policies of the NPSUD as it will provide
well-functioning urban environments that enable all people and communities to provide for
their social, economic and cultural well-being. In particular, the project is a comprehensively
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planned, transit-oriented development which will deliver dwellings of a range of typologies
and sizes to contribute to a diverse and vibrant community. The development will provide
dwellings and development ready residential super lots to provide residential capacity in the
short to medium term for housing stock within walking and cycling distance to the Drury
Central Rail Station which is due for completion in 2025. Though the proposal is out of
sequence with planned land release, the early release of land is supported by significant
background analysis to date and the proposal will significantly add to development capacity
and contribute to well-functioning urban environment.

Ecology
Ngati Te Ata Position
•

All streams in Drury Opaheke are of immense significant cultural value to Ngati Te
Ata
-

Otuwairoa Hirere (stream)

-

Hingaia Hirere

-

Waihoehoe (Waihoihoi) Hirere

-

Ngakaroa Hirere

-

Pahekeheke Hirere

-

Te Maketu Hirere
(to name but a few)

In particular to Drury East Precinct is the Hingaia catchment with its intermittent
streams dissecting the site.

Waterways
•

Future urban development should protect, rehabilitate and enhance waterways,
especially where previous land use has degraded it.

•

Preserve the physical integrity of receiving streams.

•

Streams are well integrated with town centres with use of stream management plans
and special policy requirements (green space, infrastructure, wider riparian margins).

•

Development around streams/awa is limited to maintain access, preserve amenity,
retain views and protect water quality e.g. use of 20m setbacks (and 10m where an
intermittent stream), use of park edge roads, lower density housing.

•

Address existing use rights e.g. Industrial land discharges.
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•

Transport network planning across the wider southern area must consider
stormwater treatment infrastructure.

•

Involvement in stormwater management planning and kept informed of the
processing of the network discharge consent for the area.

•

Council to provide watercourse assessment reports which provide baseline
information on the existing condition of waterways.

•

Decisions on use of reserves or similar provision in subdivision applications shall give
priority to protecting the water body health regardless of the water body or
subdivision size.

•

When making decisions on future development projects, cumulative effects must be
considered.

•

Proposed developments shall demonstrate how they have considered and applied
development principles that enhance the environment including, but not limited to
how the development:

•

Preserves and preferably enhances the natural hydrologic functions of the site

•

Identifies and preserves sensitive areas that affect the hydrology, including streams
and their buffers, floodplains, wetlands, steep slopes, high-permeability soils and
areas of indigenous vegetation

•

Maintains recharge of aquifers with clean uncontaminated water

•

Effectively manages natural hazards

•

Considers beneficial re-use on-site of stormwater and wastewater

•

Considers water conservation

•

Provides for visual amenity consistent with the surrounding environment

•

Minimising stormwater impacts to the greatest extent practicable by reducing
imperviousness, conserving natural resources and ecosystems, maintaining natural
drainage courses, reducing use of pipes, and minimising clearing and grading

•

Providing runoff storage measures dispersed through the site's landscape with a
variety of detention, retention, and runoff practices

•

Where they will be of benefit, encouraging the use of mechanisms such as rainwater
harvesting, rain gardens, roof gardens, and onsite storage and retention

•

Where they will be of benefit, encouraging the use of stormwater treatment devices
including on-site treatment systems, allowing for emergency storage and retention
structures
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•

Such areas that have unavoidable impervious areas, attempt to break up these
impervious areas by installing infiltration devices, drainage swales, and providing
retention areas

•

Minimise imperviousness by reducing the total area of paved surfaces

•

Maintain existing topography and pre-development hydrological processes.

Biodiversity
•

Embrace and empower kaitiakitanga and rehabilitate and heal the natural systems
that support us all.

•

Restore iwi capacity to manage our natural and physical resources according to our
own preferences.

•

Support iwi monitoring of the effectiveness of environmental regulation in the
protection of our cultural resources, biodiversity, wāhi tapu and other taonga within
our respective rohe.

•

Policies, planning, and best practice must ensure no further net losses of valuable
ecosystems, and a measurable expansion of areas of regionally and culturally
significant vegetation.

•

Support area specific planning provisions such as riparian planting requirements.

•

Promote the use of ‘eco-sourced / whakapapa plants’ that are indigenous plants and
trees from within the Pukekohe, Paerata, Drury and Opaheke areas.

•

Establish new and enhance existing ecological corridors as a high priority.

•

Implement programmes such as riparian planting and protect sensitive receiving
environments and protect and enhance water quality e.g. all permanent waterways to
be fenced from livestock and planted, where appropriate, with indigenous vegetation
to minimise the effects of land use practices and enhance biodiversity.

•

Remove or reduce pest species (plant and animal) from existing locations and
prevent establishment in new locations.

•

Proposed developments must demonstrate how they have considered and applied
development principles that enhance the environment including, but not limited to
how the development:

•

o

restores the capacity of ecosystems

o

creates or maintains ecosystems that function without human intervention.

Encourage landowners to take out protective covenants to protect remnant stands of
indigenous vegetation.
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Indigenous vegetation Tree planting
•

Tree surveys should be undertaken to identify all native trees.

•

All trees over 200 years should be protected (without the need to individually identify
them).

•

Promote the use of eco-sourced / whakapapa plants and trees from within the
Pukekohe, Paerata, Drury and Opaheke areas. Eco-sourced / whakapapa plants
must be used where adjacent to areas of high ecological and conservation value and
should be encouraged for all landscape plantings elsewhere.

•

The riparian margins are degraded and Ngati Te Ata would like to see these restored
to a 20m riparian setback
o

Fulton Hogan proposes to include a rule in the Plan Change requiring riparian
planting to a minimum width of 10m either side of watercourses, measured from
the top of bank of the stream.

o

Fulton Hogan do not propose to amend the esplanade reserve and riparian yard
requirements of the AUP. These are:
- 20m esplanade reserve for streams greater than 3m in width (E38.7.3.2);
- 10m riparian yard i.e. no buildings from the edge of all permanent and
intermittent streams (required in all zones).

•

o

The required riparian planting must be in accordance with an approved riparian
planting plan identifying the location, species, planter bag size and density of the
plants. Plant species should be native.

o

Planting throughout other parts of the Plan Change area is not addressed within
the Plan Change and will be subject to ongoing discussions with Iwi at resource
consent stage.

o

Fulton Hogan will utilise eco sourced native vegetation for riparian planting if
plants are available.

When making decisions on future development projects, cumulative effects must be
considered.

Wetlands
•

Support the establishment of programmes to restore and expand wetland habitat.
These programmes should be developed and implemented to achieve a measurable
increase in the quality of wetlands, and should ideally include, but not be limited to:
-

restoring existing wetlands
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-

removing and/or controlling plant and animal pests

-

using technology such as constructed wetlands where this is feasible

-

expanding the size of those wetlands where this is feasible

-

re-establishing wetlands adjacent to lakes and rivers where land is available, and
conditions remain suitable for wetlands

-

identifying and setting aside government and local authority owned land for the
creation and enhancement of wetlands.

Fulton Hogan Position
•

Fulton Hogan’s Plan Change does not propose to amend the Auckland-wide rules
applying to lakes, rivers and streams (E3) and these would apply to future
development as they relate to any proposed stream works.

•

The ecology memo by The Ecology Company illustrates the extent of ecological
features across the site and provides an overview of the ecological values. In
summary, the terrestrial ecology values are assessed as very low as a consequence
of historical farming and rural residential land uses, to the extent that any adverse
effects arising from any vegetation removal can be appropriately managed by way of
management plans. The development plan for this project has been designed to
maintain and provide a suitable buffer around the ‘natural wetland2’ on site to
minimize potential adverse ecological effects and to maintain the hydrology of this
wetland. The proposal provides opportunities for restoration of degraded habitats on
the site and to create new habitats to increase ecological connections in the wider
Drury area. Overall, it is considered that the proposal will appropriately avoid adverse
ecological effects and will generate positive ecological benefits.

•

The proposed masterplan has been designed to minimise ecological effects and
there is scope to further refine parts of the design (e.g. stormwater management) as
required to further reduce ecological effects. The proposed masterplan will retain the
majority of the streams present at the site and provide an opportunity for restoration
of these highly degraded habitats as well as the creation of new habitats which will
also serve to increase the degree of ecological connection across the site and the
wider Drury – Opaheke area as well as decreasing the degree of ecological
fragmentation.

•

Some stream reclamation will be required to facilitate urban development in the Plan
Change area. The required stream reclamation and if any offsetting required will be
determined at the resource consent stage. Mana Whenua will be involved in
identifying opportunities for offsetting if it is required.

•

Fulton Hogan will investigate an Ecological Mitigation Fund, if stream reclamation is
required. This will allow offsetting to be undertaken through improving a degraded
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environment in the wider southern Auckland area. This is a similar approach to
Auranga. The establishment of this fund and the selection of sites for environmental
enhancement will be discussed further with iwi representatives through the plan
change process.
•

Given the proposed design, the application of best practice and implementation of
specific environmental management plans (e.g. lizard management) if required,
adverse effects should be able to be minimised and the potential positive ecological
effects maximized as a result of the proposal.

•

A more detailed assessment relating to ecological matters such as SEV calculations
and bat and lizard management would be included in any future resource consent
application, should the application be accepted as a referred project under the Act.

•

The proposal seeks to maintain the majority of streams within the site.

•

The required riparian planting must be in accordance with an approved riparian
planting plan identifying the location, species, planter bag size and density of the
plants. Plan species should be native.

•

Planting details throughout other parts of the Plan Change area is not addressed
within the Plan Change and will be subject to ongoing discussions with Mana
Whenua at the detailed design stage.

•

Fulton Hogan will utilise eco sourced native vegetation for riparian planting if plants
are available.

•

Fulton Hogan propose to include an additional rule in the Plan Change requiring
native riparian planting to a minimum width of 10m measured from the bank of the
stream.

•

Fulton Hogan do not propose to amend the esplanade reserve and riparian yard
requirements of the AUP. These are:

•

-

20m esplanade reserve for streams greater than 3m in width (E38.7.3.2);

-

10m riparian yard i.e. no buildings from the edge of all permanent and
intermittent streams (required in all zones).

Kaitiaki to assist in any future ecological assessment archaeological assessment or
Stormwater Management Plans.

Concluding Comments
It is paramount that the Hingaia Stream (and tributaries) are protected and totally restored
and rehabilitated (riparian) for Ngati Te Ata to support the Drury East precinct moving
forward.
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This in itself provides a great opportunity to restore the mana and the mauri of these water
courses – given that there are two qualifying NPSFM 2020 wetlands in the site. This can
give effect to the objectives of Te Mana o te Wai.
Development around streams/awa is limited to maintain access, preserve amenity, retain
views and protect water quality e.g. use of 20m setbacks (and 10m where an intermittent
stream), use of park edge roads, lower density housing.
The ongoing maintenance and monitoring of these effectiveness of these restored wetlands
will be crucial.
This is acceptable from a cultural perspective but we await a more detailed ecology report
assessment in the resource consent process.
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Stormwater
The Ngati Te Ata Position
•

When making decisions on future development projects, cumulative effects must be
considered.

•

‘Clean’ and ‘contaminated’ waters are not mixed i.e. no direct disposal of any waste
into waterways, including wetlands.

•

Roof water for reuse and groundwater recharge

•

Highest level of stormwater treatment should be used before it is discharged into
waterways. This includes, but is not limited to:
o

use of ‘treatment train’ approach

o

use of raingardens/swales, green outfalls and green roofs

o

all cesspits to be fitted with a ‘stormwater 360 litter trap’ or ‘enviro-pod’

o

use of the new GD01 stormwater management devices guideline as an
appropriate means to support the mitigation of stormwater issues.

Stormwater (relating to wetlands)
•

When making decisions on future development projects, cumulative effects must be
considered.

•

Water levels of all significant wetlands shall be maintained and stabilised to prevent
further deterioration in wetland ecological condition and, where possible, wetland
water levels shall be restored to enhance habitat and expand wetland area. Where
necessary, this shall be achieved by placing restrictions on the amount of surface
and subsurface drainage installed adjacent to wetlands.

•

Ensure that all land use practices that have the potential to impact on wetlands have
efficient sediment, drainage, discharge, fertiliser application, and riparian buffer
control practices in place to ensure that adverse impacts on wetlands are prevented.

•

No discharges of point or non-point source wastewater to ecologically or culturally
significant wetlands.

•

All stormwater discharged to ecologically or culturally significant wetlands shall be
treated in such a way that ensures the ecological condition and cultural use of the
wetland is not compromised. Stormwater should be discharged to a forebay prior to
entering a wetland.
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•

Establish or maintain ’buffer zones’ of appropriate indigenous plant species around
all significant wetlands to protect them from the effects of land use and to help
reduce fluctuations in wetland water levels.

•

Where appropriate land is available, and it is feasible, flood plains shall be restored
to function as natural overflow areas along rivers and streams and to link more
naturally with adjacent wetlands.

Fulton Hogan Position
o

Stormwater and flooding

o

The stormwater assessment by Woods in Appendix 7 provides an overview of the
proposed approach for the management of stormwater and flooding. With reference
to this assessment, the proposed approach is based on water sensitive design to
deliver water quality, conveyance, hydrological and flood mitigation outcomes. These
approaches will also be embedded in a Stormwater Management Plan (SMP) for the
project area to ensure that development on site is consistent the stormwater
management principles in this area of Drury. At and near-source water quality
treatment is proposed to avoid and mitigate adverse effects on water quality, and
hydrological mitigation will be provided for water quantity management of all
impervious surfaces retention by infiltration and rainwater harvesting. In terms of
flooding, as the existing stormwater infrastructure does not have capacity for the full
maximum probably development, temporary on-site flood attenuation will be provided
in devices such as detention basins, wetland and ponds. Stormwater will then be
released at a rate which does not exceed pre-development peak flows, ensuring that
there will be no net effect on the extent of flooding on downstream properties or
receiving environments.

o

A treatment train approach forms part of the approach to stormwater management
set out in the Woods Stormwater Management Plan. This will need to be discussed
with Auckland Transport and Healthy Waters.

o

Fulton Hogan will commit to approaching the Council together with Iwi to advocate for
a treatment train approach to stormwater management which is maintained on a
regular and ongoing basis.

o

Kaitiaki Involvement: Fulton Hogan have confirmed that Kaitiaki are to assist in any
future ecological assessment archaeological assessment or Stormwater
Management Plans.
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Concluding Comments
Ngati Te Ata accept his stormwater approach from a cultural perspective acceptable.
Preserving, protecting, and enhancing streams and floodplains in the Blue-Green network,
which can also provide amenity and connectivity with communities.

Infrastructure
Ngati Te Ata Position

•

Actively explore alternative wastewater treatment and disposal options including
removal of trade wastes, recycling of grey water, disposal to land (or other innovative
methods) and not using water as a waste transport system.

•

Create people-friendly environments, including pedestrian and cycling networks. New
significant public transport infrastructure should be located within walkable
catchments to the residents it serves and to the associated centre.

•

Reduce current transport congestion levels. Land use planning for zonings should be
used to minimise the need to travel for work and shopping, as new areas should be
provided with the commensurate centre to fulfil employment and business needs.

•

Support park and ride facilities in both structure plan areas to cater for outlying rural
communities that are not serviced sufficiently by public transport.
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•

Public infrastructure investment is costly, and therefore we need to ensure that every
dollar spent leverages significant centres for services, employment and residential
densities. Land use planning shouldn’t be rationed, Council’s role should be to
enable the best opportunities for these communities.

•

Support fast broadband rollout including to rural areas.

•

Support and encourage the use of water sensitive design in the provision of
infrastructure.

Fulton Hogan Position
Infrastructure Requirements
o

The infrastructure memo prepared by Aurecon at Appendix 8 confirms that the nature
and level of development in this project will be sufficiently serviced in respect of
wastewater, water supply and telecommunications. This memo confirms that a trunk
water and wastewater reticulation was recently constructed by Watercare Services
Limited (“Watercare”). Discussions with Watercare also confirm that this project can also
be fully serviced with the necessary infrastructure. Overall, there is a high degree of
confidence that the project will be adequately serviced in terms of infrastructure

o

In terms of flooding, as the existing stormwater infrastructure does not have capacity for
the full maximum probably development, temporary on-site flood attenuation will be
provided in devices such as detention basins, wetland and ponds. Stormwater will then
be released at a rate which does not exceed pre-development peak flows, ensuring that
there will be no net effect on the extent of flooding on downstream properties or receiving
environments.

Open Space and Greenways Plans
Ngati Te Ata Position
•

Auckland Council should implement a partnership approach to the sustainable
management of Drury and Opaheke’s natural and physical resources, including parks
and open spaces.

•

Cultural values and Ngati Te Ata associations should be known and understood
before the type and location of open spaces are decided.

•

Tikanga Māori and customary activities should influence how parks and open spaces
are planned, developed and managed.

•

The focus should be on visually and physically connecting Pukekohe, Paerata, Drury
(West and East) and Opaheke’s network of parks, open spaces and streets to create
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opportunities for residents to move around their neighbourhoods and to enhance
native biodiversity.
•

Iwi should have First Rights of Naming reserves and open spaces.

•

Require subdivision and new development to provide open space/reserves next to
oceans, lakes and rivers. This will protect the water body, allow access, increase
biodiversity, and enhance ecosystems.

•

Open space buffer zones and internal neighbourhood parks should be encouraged.

•

Encourage the use of ‘park edge roads’ along open space zones and esplanade or
recreation reserves.

•

Develop greenways plans that provide cycling and walking connections that are safe
and enjoyable, while also improving local ecology and access to recreational
opportunities.

•

Ngati Te Ata continue to be involved in the development of a Blue-Green network for
the Pukekohe, Paerata, Drury and Opaheke areas.

Fulton Hogan Position
o

Approximately 8.27ha hectares of open space made up of a neighbourhood park and
esplanade reserves alongside tributaries of the Hingaia Stream which are planned to
be vested to the Council, including land under the First Gas pipeline (designation
number 9104);
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9.

Cultural Design Inputs

Ngat Te Ata Position
•

Te Aranga Principles should be incorporated and activated into the structure plan
process, and opportunities to locate centres with environmental and cultural features
as focal points should be considered. We should be creating centres that people
want to visit.

•

Future development should show how Te Aranga Principles have been considered
and applied. This includes but is not limited to how the development understands,
acknowledges and incorporates the diversity and uniqueness of the development
location (socially, culturally, spiritually, economically, and environmentally), and
whether it provides for visual amenity consistent with the surrounding environment.

•

Ngati Te Ata support town centres for each of the Drury East and Drury West
communities to establish communities with identity, along with places for
experiences, social interaction, along with economic exchange. People avoid places
which don’t give them positive experiences, and we should design to avoid these
outcomes.

•

Ngati Te Ata believe the positive outcomes of town centres for the well-being of
people and communities should be a paramount consideration to urban design
outcomes.

•

Open air public mainstreets should be encouraged over enclosed malls.

•

Other urban design values should also be incorporated. For example, we support the
use of ‘park edge development/park edge roads’ as a design feature. These can help
foster a sense of ownership, increase safety and surveillance (e.g. deterrent to illegal
dumping), increase visual and landscape amenity, and a higher likelihood or better
opportunity to protect our cultural values.

•

Ngati Te Ata will provide its detailed design framework strategy if this application is
accepted and at the planning/consenting stage.

Fulton Hogan Position
o

The cultural design landscape elements of which Fulton Hogan will work with iwi on.

`
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o

A firm commitment to iwi regarding cultural influenced design landscape elements
and opportunities as by Fulton Hogan. This is a way to acknowledge and enhance
the cultural integrity and values of the site and restore mana to the iwi and mauri of
the waterways.
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Ngati Te Ata supports this.
This is a way to acknowledge and enhance the cultural integrity and values of the site
and acknowledge the ancestral historical ties of manawhenua to the site and enhance
the mana and mauri of the waterways.
Fulton Hogan Position
o

Hui with mana whenua in respect of this project were held on 1 March 2021, 15
March 2021 and most recently on 29 March 2021. At the most recent hui on 29
March 2021, positive discussions were held around design initiatives which give
effect to cultural awareness and aspirations within the site.

o

FHLD will work with Iwi to incorporate appropriate naming of development and
streams. To this end FHLD have already asked Mana Whenua for suggested
development names.

o

Through the design process there is the opportunity for cultural landscapes to be
reflected or protected within the final design where appropriate. FHLD will work with
iwi through the design process to explore these opportunities.
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10.

Conclusion

From a cultural perspective (high level) we provide provisional support to the Drury East
precinct application.
The ultimate goal for Ngati Te Ata is the protection, preservation and appropriate
management of our natural and cultural resources in a manner that recognises and provides
for our interests and values, and enables positive environmental, social and economic
outcomes. We support engagement and involvement that respects and provides for our
cultural and traditional relationships to Drury and Opaheke, its unique cultural identity, and
input into shaping the physical, cultural, social and economic regeneration of these areas.
Ngati Te Ata seeks to have meaningful relationship with Hogan Fulton and with Auckland
Council, including the Local Boards to find the best planning approach and solutions moving
forward. We have a lot to offer and contribute to the development of Drury and Opaheke
and this can be best realised if we are at the decision-making table. We are forward looking,
optimistic, creative and purposeful and our mokopuna are foremost in our mind as we
endeavour to design a healthy and prosperous future. We seek to mitigate past wrongdoings
which occurred through breaches of our rights under Ti Tiriti o Waitangi. The provision of
eventual settlement and redress will provide a foundation for Ngati Te Ata, a foundation
which will allow us to support the aspirations of our people and their social and economic
needs and to reoccupy our traditional rohe.
This cultural impact assessment represents only a starting point for initial engagement and
will require further consultation and dialogue between Ngati Te Ata, Fulton Hogan and
Auckland Council. Further discussion will be needed around the implications of the future
development of the Drury East Precinct to identify information gaps in our thinking, raise
issues or opportunities we had not foreseen, and clarify and reach agreement of those
issues as identified in this assessment. It is intended that this assessment will assist with
ongoing decision making from all relevant parties involved and ensure that Ngati Te Ata
issues, concerns, interests and values are provided for, including resource consent
requirements.
As a meaningful partnership between Ngati Te Ata and Fulton Hogan we expect the
applicant to clearly show how they have responded to this cultural impact assessment in the
Drury East precinct moving forward.
Any methods suggested in this cultural values assessment to help realise our aspirations
and recommendations are supported in principle based on the information we currently
have. It should be recognised that this support may change as our knowledge and
understanding changes and as ‘best practice’ techniques develop and evolve. As with any
development, as plans become more detailed and specific, our preferred methods may
change and as such each development should always be considered on a case-by-case
basis.
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Appendix 1: Iwi Consultation Record
As Attached
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